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Dentists, dental hygienists and clinic assistants are exposed to sedentary work and 
repetitive, taxing movements on a daily basis. Chairs from VELA Medical are designed 
to provide flexible seating positions and ergonomic support to reduce the strain.

FOCUS ON GOOD ERGONOMICS

:: Our specially designed dental chairs provide ergo-

nomic support for the neck, shoulders, arms and 

lower back to reduce the strain on clinic staff 

:: Clinic staff can easily adjust the chairs to support 

their daily work tasks

:: The height of our dental chairs and stools can be 

adjusted by foot, allowing staff to vary the height 

during treatments without compromising sterility

ADAPTATION TO YOUR CLINIC

:: We offer a wide range of upholstery types and 

colours, so chairs can be adapted to match the 

design of your clinic. We have our own upholstery 

workshop, so we can cover our chairs with most 

types of fabric

:: Our large selection of wheel options suit different 

types of flooring, so chairs and stools are easy to 

move around on any surface. If you need the chair 

to be stable or you need a chair brake, we have 

solutions for that too

We focus on good ergonomics 
and adaptation to your clinic



The VELA Latin 300 allows clinic 
staff to sit close to the patient or 
colleague during treatments due 
to the specially designed seat 
cut-out. 

:: Ideal for long periods of sitting in the same 

position, the rounded front edge of the seat 

ensures good blood circulation to the legs

:: Ergonomically shaped backrest provides 

support to the lower back and can be ad-

justed to individual preferences 

:: Easily adjusted seat height, tilt and backrest 

for immediate seating position adjustments 

that promote movement in an active sit-

ting position 

:: Easy-to-read pictograms on the chair han-

dle assist staff to make quick and easy ad-

justments to the chair 

VELA Latin 300

LOW BACKREST SUPPORTS THE 

LOWER BACK AND ENSURES 

FREE MOVEMENT OF THE ARMS 

AND SHOULDERS

ROUNDED FRONT EDGE OF THE 

SEAT PROVIDES GOOD BLOOD 

CIRCULATION TO THE LEGS SO 

THAT YOU CAN SIT FOR A LONG 

TIME IN THE SAME POSITION

Item no. 80132

SPECIAL CUTOUT IN 

THE SEAT ALLOWS YOU 

TO SIT CLOSE TO THE 

PATIENT OR COLLEAGUE



VELA Dental Chair supports and 
improves staff working postures 
when working in forward-leaning, 
static and strenuous positions. The 
chair was designed in collabora-
tion with dentist Herluf Skovsgaard, 
published author and expert on 
working methods and workplace 
design in dental clinics.

:: Unique seat relieves pressure on the seat 

bones and increases comfort by using differ-

ent types of foam in the construction, such as a 

pressure relieving zone in the centre of the seat 

:: Chair design promotes a healthy back in a for-

ward-facing sitting position by maintaining the 

natural curve in the lower back and stabilising 

the load on spinal cartilage discs 

:: Rounded front edge to the seat provides good 

blood circulation to the legs, so long periods of 

sitting in the same position is no longer a problem   

:: Free movement for neck, shoulders and arms 

is provided by the narrow, ergonomic backrest

:: Clinic staff can work very close to the patient 

because of the extra short seat with a tilt

VELA Dental Chair 

ROUNDED FRONT 

EDGE OF THE 

SEAT PROVIDES 

GOOD BLOOD 

CIRCULATION TO 

THE LEGS SO YOU 

CAN SIT FOR A 

LONG TIME IN THE 

SAME POSITION

NARROW BACKREST 

SUPPORTS THE LOWER 

BACK AND ENSURES FREE 

MOVEMENT OF THE NECK, 

SHOULDERS AND ARMS

Item no. 80143

UNIQUE SEAT DESIGN ENSURES 

THAT YOU DO NOT SLIDE 

FORWARD IN THE FORWARD-

LEANING SITTING POSITION

EXTRA-SHORT SEAT MAKES IT 

POSSIBLE TO WORK CLOSE TO 

THE PATIENT

The unique structure of the seat with a pres-
sure-relieving zone in the centre of the seat 
relieves the seat bones and increases comfort





VELA ’Support+’ Surgical Chair 
improves the dentist’s working pos-
ture during long periods of precision 
work where it is essential to adjust 
the chair to support each individual 
dentist.

:: Multi-adjustable armrests help keep the arms 

and hands stable and relieve back, shoulders 

and neck

:: Multi-adjustable armrests can be adjusted and 

locked in many positions to fit the specific type 

of treatment and the desired working position

:: Foot-operated electric height adjustment allows 

optimal positioning of the chair relative to the 

dental unit while maintaining hand sterility

:: Compact and flexible chair with unique design 

gives ample space for your feet and allows you 

to get extra close to the dental unit

:: Low backrest supports the lower back and pro-

vides free movement of the shoulders and arms 

FOOT-OPERATED 

ELECTRIC HEIGHT 

ADJUSTMENT 

ENSURES EASY 

AND CORRECT 

PLACEMENT IN 

RELATION TO THE 

DENTAL UNIT

ALL WHEELS CAN BE LOCKED IF 

ADDITIONAL STABILITY IS REQUIRED

LOW BACKREST SUPPORTS 

THE LOWER BACK AND 

ENSURES FREE MOVEMENT OF 

THE SHOULDERS AND ARMS

MULTI-ADJUSTABLE 

ARMRESTS RELIEVE ARMS, 

SHOULDERS AND NECK

VELA ’Support+’ Surgical Chair

Item no. 80115





VELA ’Basic+’ Surgical Chair

LOW BACKREST SUPPORTS THE 

LOWER BACK AND ENSURES 

FREE MOVEMENT OF THE 

SHOULDERS AND ARMS

ALL WHEELS CAN BE LOCKED IF 

ADDITIONAL STABILITY IS REQUIRED

FOOT-OPERATED 

HEIGHT 

ADJUSTMENT 

MAINTAINS HAND 

STERILITY  

FOOT-OPERATED 

ELECTRIC HEIGHT 

ADJUSTMENT 

ENSURES EASY 

AND CORRECT 

PLACEMENT IN 

RELATION TO THE 

DENTAL UNIT

Item no. 80114

VELA ’Basic+’ Surgical Chair im-
proves the dentist’s working posi-
tion, as the chair can be adjusted to 
the needs of the individual dentist. 
For treatments where armrests are 
not needed.

:: Foot-operated electric height adjustment allows 

optimal positioning of the chair relative to the 

dental unit while maintaining hand sterility

:: Compact and flexible chair with unique design 

that gives ample space for your feet and allows 

you to get extra close to the dental unit 

:: Chair can easily be moved around during treat-

ments with wheels that can be locked and un-

locked by foot

:: Low backrest supports the lower back and pro-

vides free movement of the shoulders and arms  

:: Chair is easily adjusted by the dentist or assis-

tant staff if needed during longer treatments

:: Optimal chair for treatments where armrests are 

not needed



VELA ‘Assist’ Dental Chair im-
proves and supports the working 
posture of clinic staff in situations 
where they work in a demand-
ing position with arms extended 
from the body.

:: Unique ‘Ergorest’ armrests provide support 

and relieve muscle tension in the arms, 

shoulders and neck when working with the 

arms extended from the body 

:: Armrests support arms while providing 

free movement in the horizontal plane as 

needed by clinic staff

:: Narrow, ergonomic backrest provides op-

timal support while allowing free move-

ment around the upper back and shoulders

:: Saddle seat with a tilt supports a for-

ward-leaning sitting position with an open 

hip angle, which makes it easy to get close 

to the patient   

:: Foot-operated height adjustment leaves 

hands free and maintains sterility

Item no. 80146

FOOT-OPERATED HEIGHT 

ADJUSTMENT LEAVES HANDS 

FREE AND MAINTAINS STERILITY

SADDLE SEAT WITH 

TILT PROVIDES AN 

OPEN HIP ANGLE 

AND SUPPORTS A 

FORWARD-LEANING 

SITTING POSITION

NARROW BACKREST 

SUPPORTS THE LOWER 

BACK AND ENSURES FREE 

MOVEMENT OF THE NECK, 

SHOULDERS AND ARMS

‘ERGOREST’ ARMRESTS PROVIDE 

SUPPORT AND REDUCE MUSCLE 

TENSION IN ARMS, SHOULDERS 

AND NECK 

VELA ’Assist’ Dental Chair



VELA Samba 120

VELA Latin 100 All chairs and stools are available with differ-
ent types of wheels and a foot-operated
height adjustment

VELA Latin 100 

:: Easy adjustment of seat height and tilt as well 

as backrest settings provide active seating 

positions that promote movement

:: Ergonomically shaped seat and backrest that 

support and promote good posture

:: Pictograms are provided on the chair handle 

to assist quick and easy chair adjustment

::  Ideal multi-use chair for office and comput-

er work where a supportive, comfortable 

and easy-to-adjust chair is needed

VELA Samba 120

:: Stand support chair, which is ideal for 

standing work, where you need relief in the 

standing position

:: Ergonomic design relieves stress on the 

back and legs when working in a standing 

position

:: Short seat makes it easy to get in and out of 

the chair while avoiding a bent-over posture

:: Small backrest with good lumbar support 

promotes an erect, upright seating posi-

tion and allows free movement of shoul-

ders and arms

:: Compact seat design makes it easy to move 

the chair around

Stools

Item no. 80142

Item no. 80131

The seat design provides 
support in the standing 
position and makes it easy 
to move the chair around



VELA Samba 420

VELA Samba 400

VELA Samba 410

VELA Samba 420 

:: Saddle seat stool with narrow, adjustable 

backrest provides ergonomic seating posi-

tions for varying sedentary work

:: Provides seated mobility while performing 

different tasks

:: Saddle seat with a tilt gives an open hip angle 

and promotes an active, erect seating position

:: Compact design makes it possible to sit very 

close to the dental unit, device or patient

VELA Samba 400

:: Stool with saddle seat promotes a good work-

ing position and prevents a stooping posture

VELA Samba 410

:: Unique seat design promotes an active seat-

ing position and improves the working pos-

ture for clinic staff  

:: Seat design activates postural muscles in the 

back and stomach to maintain an upright 

sitting position without the risk of losing bal-

ance, in the same way as a Pilates ball 

:: Dynamic seat movement stimulates and 

strengthens the back and a more upright, ac-

tive sitting position is achieved

:: Seat design promotes rotation of the pelvis 

and beneficial mobility in the lumbar spine  

Item no. 80145

Item no. 80144

Stools

Item no. 80147

The unique seat activates the 
body’s balance system in the 
same way as a Pilates ball
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VELA is a Danish family-owned company founded in 1935 by Ver-

mund Larsen. VELA is headquartered in Aalborg, Denmark and has 

its own development department, and production and padding 

workshop. In order to be close to our customers, we have a strong, 

international dealer network.

CHAIRS DESIGNED WITH CARE AND PRECISION

The development department at VELA is constantly focused on 

optimising safety, functionality and ergonomics in cooperation 

with health professionals.  

We take into consideration that chairs in the healthcare sector are 

exposed to severe wear and tear for many hours each day.

At VELA, we use hard-wearing mechanical parts and extra-durable 

seating materials to keep the chairs clean and functional for many 

years. All VELA chairs are CE marked and made in Denmark.

Danish Quality

VELA medical chairs are designed to meet the 
stringent hygiene and disinfecting requirements 
in the healthcare sector

:: For optimal hygiene, chairs have easy-to-clean surfaces without re-

cesses where dirt might gather, including the underside of the chair

:: All backrests are supplied with edge bands to prevent dirt collecting 

in the joints

:: The chairs have easily cleanable surfaces without any recesses, 

where dirt might gather

:: All parts can withstand disinfection, for example, with alcohol or 

chlorine at the recommended concentration and mixing ratios

:: Light-coloured surfaces make it easy to spot marks when cleaning 

Hygiene Benefits
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